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We have been working with Dmitry for several years so 

far and I am more than happy about these relations. 

Dmitry and his company Dev Team is our partner 

responsible for custom Javascript development. They 

are true professionals in this field and have always 

delivered what was expected from them and on time. 

Also the process of working with Dev Team is very 

transparent and feels more like an internal team rather 

than remote partner. So basically, I am absolutely 

confident recommending them as a development 

partner!
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John Doe
SomeCompany LLC.

Dmitry provided expert level code and architecture 

which surpassed expectations. His solutions were 

consistently superior to what you could expect from 

such a new developer. All of the quality work he 

delivered was future proofed, intelligently designed, 

and easily reusable. Dmitry is also exceptionally 

reliable, willing to help when needed, and an expert 

communicator. Dmitry helped contribute to the success 

of other developers by always being ready to share 

information and explain his code. Dmitry and his team 

will be a tremendous resource for your company.
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The major issue with hiring external programmers is the 

uncertainty of work quality. Many projects are run by 

inexperienced project managers, startups or private persons. 

They wouldn’t be able to see the difference between bad or 

good code. Well, I can testify that the Dev Team produces 

excellent code and we are so pleased with the Umbraco 

websites they have produced for us! With our own Danish team 

of programmers, the code have been looked thoroughly 

through and tested. We are on our 3’rd website with the Dev 

team and we have never been disappointed with the quality of 

work or the communication. Both so important in 

webdevelopement.
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